August 1, 2019
CRIMINAL JUSTICE COORDINATING COUNCIL
Douglas County Board of Supervisors
Thursday, August 8, 2019, 12:00 p.m., Courthouse Room 207C
1313 Belknap Street, Superior, Wisconsin
Please call the County Clerk’s Office (715-395-1483) if you are unable to attend.
MEMBERS: Aaron Lenmark, Chair
Rebecca Lovejoy
Tyler Edwards (Jail)
Michele Wick
Frog Prell
Carolyn Pierce
Ellen Craker

Judge Thimm, Vice Chair
Ann Doucette
Nick Alexander (SPD)
Mark Fruehauf
Pat Schanen
Carolyn Jones

Judge Glonek
Tom Dalbec (DCSD)
Mark Liebaert
Leslie Dollen
Jen Stank
Donna Stone

AGENDA
(Council to maintain a two-hour meeting limit or take action to continue meeting beyond that time

1.
2.
3.

5.
6.

Roll call.
Approval of May 16, 2019, meeting minutes (attached).
Action items/referrals:
a.
Use of COMPAS assessment by Douglas County Treatment Court – Zach
Summer - Business process and Memorandum of Understanding (attached); and
b.
Use of Precision Kiosk Technologies “ab kiosk” in the jail for breathalyzer tests.
Goals update:
a.
Priority #1 – Warrant Resolution Day #2 – future plans/target date; and
b.
Priority #2 – Community Service Work Program – update from work group.
Future agenda items.
Adjournment.

ec:

Sue Sandvick

4.

County Board Supervisors

Shelley Nelson (Telegram)

Kaci Lundgren (website)

Note: Attachments to agenda are available in County Clerk’s Office for review or copying, and are also available on the county’s
website www.douglascountywi.org. Action may be taken on any item listed on the agenda. The County of Douglas complies
with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. If you are in need of any accommodation to participate in the public meeting
process, please contact the Douglas County Clerk’s Office at (715) 395-1341 by 4:00 p.m. on the day prior to the scheduled
meeting. Douglas County will attempt to accommodate any request, depending on the amount of notice we receive.
Posted: Courthouse, Government Center, Telegram copied.

08-1-2019

Pamela A. Tafelski

CRIMINAL JUSTICE COORDINATING COUNCIL
Douglas County Board of Supervisors
Thursday, May 16, 2019, 12:00 p.m., Courthouse Room 207C
1313 Belknap Street, Superior, Wisconsin
Meeting called to order by Chair Aaron Lenmark.
ROLL CALL: Present - Ann Doucette, Michele Wick, Leslie Dollen, Frog Prell, Pat Schanen, Jen
Stank, Carolyn Pierce, Donna Stone, Ellen Craker, Aaron Lenmark. Absent – Judge Thimm,
Judge Glonek, Court Commissioner Lovejoy, Tom Dalbec, Robert Galovich, Nick Alexander, Mark
Liebaert, Mark Fruehauf, Carolyn Jones. Others present – Pam Tafelski (Committee Clerk).
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Motion by Doucette, second Craker, to approve December 13, 2018,
meeting minutes. Motion carried.
ACTION ITEMS/REFERRALS:
Amendment to By-Laws, Article IV, Section C.3: Issues with required quorum;
recommendation to amend By-Laws to read: “Members present shall constitute a quorum.”
ACTION: Motion by Craker, second Stank, to amend By-Laws as recommended. Motion
carried.
Dan Lew, St. Louis County Public Defender’s Office: Refer to a future meeting.
Use of COMPAS Assessment by Douglas County Treatment Court (Zach Summers) to Assist in
Placement of Participants into the Program - Issue With Obtaining Criminal History And Possible
Solutions: Those already on supervision who qualify as medium or high risk are eligible. If criminal
history accessed through DA’s office, information can move to Health and Human Services. Stank
agreed to take on criminal history searches; COMPAS training required. Schanen will check on grant
funding. Council agreed to pursue COMPAS.

GOALS UPDATES:
Priority #1 – Warrant Resolution Day #2 – Future Plans and Target Date: First one was a
success; identified issues to resolve in the process. Next date to be set for June; perhaps
coordinate with St. Louis County date. Craker will do the promotional flyer.
Priority #2 – Community Service Work Program – Update from Work Group: Planning a
sample roll-out of the program this summer.
FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS: Evidence-Based Decision Making – what other Wisconsin counties
are doing (Thimm, Glonek and Lovejoy need to be involved in this discussion).
ADJOURNMENT: Motion by Stank, second Craker, to adjourn. Motion carried. Adjourned
12:42 p.m. Next meeting August 8, 2019.
Submitted by,
Pamela A. Tafelski, Committee Clerk
Douglas County Criminal Justice Coordinating Council
May 16, 2019
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COMPAS - Theory and Rationale

The COMPAS is an actuarial assessment tool which has been validated on a national norming
population. This means that it predicts the general likelihood that those with a similar history of
offending are either less likely or more likely to commit another crime generally within the two year
period following release from custody. The COMPAS assessment does not, however, attempt to predict
specifically the likelihood that a client will commit a certain type of offense within the same two year
period. For that prediction, an alternative screening which is normed specifically for that client
population (i.e. use of screeners such as the STATIC-99, VASOR, etc. for sex clients) should be used.
In addition to identifying general levels of risk to re-offend, COMPAS also identifies criminogenic needs
specific to that client which are most likely to affect future criminal behavior.
For purposes of Evidence Based Sentencing, actuarial assessment tools are especially relevant to:
1. Identify clients who should be targeted for interventions.
2. Identify dynamic risk factors to target with conditions of supervision.
3. It is important to remember that risk scores are not intended to determine the severity of the
sentence or whether a client is incarcerated.
What COMPAS IS
•
•

A predictive tool, designed to help the Court better assess the level of services needed when the
defendant rejoins the community (as 95% will at some point).
A diagnostic tool, to help the Court better target and focus the treatment needs of the
defendant when crafting the conditions to be included in the Judgment of Conviction.

What COMPAS is NOT
•
•

A level-of-punishment decision tool to support prison or jail in/out decisions, or length of
custody decisions.
A perfect predictor of the future behavior of clients.

Scope
• The Douglas County COMPAS Assessment and Administration Policy and Procedures applies to
all of those who are trained to utilize the COMPAS Assessment, those who will be referring for
use of the COMPAS assessment reports on the specific clients the assessment was administered
to, and those who are reading the report generated from the COMPAS assessment.
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COMPAS - Potential Decision Points

Pre-Sentencing/Sentencing
Douglas County’s TAD, Treatment/Specialty Courts and jail programs will be significantly impacted by
COMPAS assessments.
The COMPAS will be used at pre-sentencing for plea negotiations and pre-trial programming level.
Each component of our sentencing program has been constructed based upon one or more of the
following seven governing principles:
1. Assessment tools should be utilized to identify risk to re-offend, criminogenic needs and
appropriate programming;
2. Intense programming is reserved for medium and high-risk clients;
3. Programming for medium and high-risk clients is focused on individual criminogenic needs;
4. Responses to misconduct should be swift, certain and proportionate;
5. Positive reinforcements are more effective than sanctions and should outnumber them;
6. Programming delivered in natural settings is more effective than programming in institutional
settings, and;
7. Sanctions without programming do not reduce recidivism.
Jail Programming
Referrals or court orders for jail programming will be based solely upon needs identified through the
COMPAS. Programming offered in the jail will be in part based on jail programming. All programs will
adhere to Evidence Based Programming guidelines.
Community Referrals
All persons referred by the courts, Jail, or probation will be assessed using the COMPAS and provided
the appropriate programming as needed.
Probation Sentencing Process
Low risk individuals
• Low-risk individuals generally not placed on probation.
o Low-risk individuals tend to self-correct.
o Probation may be counterproductive in that it may interfere with positive influences in
low-risk individual’s life or negatively impact that individual through exposure to
medium or high-risk individuals.
• Determination of low-risk status made by COMPAS assessment.
• Public interest exceptions may warrant probation supervision of low-risk individuals.
o e.g., some sexual assault cases.
o e.g., some theft cases with very large amounts of restitution.
Plea negotiations
• COMPAS must be sought before probation recommended or imposed
• COMPAS obtained as early in plea negotiation process as possible.
• COMPAS obtained through referral to Jail Assessment Coordinator.
• COMPAS Bar Chart and Narrative Summary distributed to all parties and court.
• COMPAS Bar Chart and Narrative Summary sealed in court file.
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Defendants declining to participate in COMPAS process sentenced as in pre evidence based
system.

Interpretation of COMPAS
• Probation recommended or imposed only if COMPAS confirms presence of one or more of the
eight criminogenic needs at level warranting probation supervision.
• Eight recognized criminogenic needs.
• Review COMPAS resource manual for guidance as to what “probation COMPAS” looks like.
Treatment Programs
• Once criminogenic needs identified, there must be consideration of whether programming
available to address needs.
• Review DOC Preferred Response Guidelines for information on available programs.
• Recommendation for imposition of probation should be accompanied by statement of available
program to address identified criminogenic needs.
• Public interest/safety may warrant probation supervision even absent identified criminogenic
need or available treatment program.
Conditions of probation
• Establishment of treatment/program conditions left to DOC.
o DOC in best position to assess availability of programming.
o DOC in best position to prioritize treatment of multiple criminogenic needs.
• Parties may recommend and courts impose non-treatment/program conditions such as no
contact conditions.
• Judges should apprise defendants of likely probation conditions through motivational
interviewing technique.
General points
• Given limited probation supervision and programming resources, some limit on probation cases
will be necessary.
o Cases involving relatively minor criminal conduct.
o Cases involving defendants not likely to benefit from probation supervision.
• Probation generally not imposed solely or primarily to collect restitution.
Length of probation
• Length of probation determined by same factors considered as to imposing probation.
• As an incentive for positive performance, probationers should be apprised of possibility of early
release upon successful completion of programming and other conditions.
Jail as a Condition of Probation
Minimal jail amounts
• Jail imposed as condition of probation should be as minimal as can be, consistent with public
interest considerations.
o Purpose of probation is community protection through treatment, not punishment;
o Need for jail as consequence minimized by fact probation itself is consequence;
o Need for jail minimized by fact that if defendant does not succeed on probation, he will
face sentence after revocation.
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Factors to consider.
o Seriousness of criminal conduct at issue and defendant’s history;
o Will jail deter future criminal conduct by defendant?
o Will jail provide any meaningful general deterrence?
o Will victim or community be as satisfied with temporary punishment as from knowing
maximum effort undertaken to change wrong-behavior?

Rationale for jail
• Any recommendation for or imposition of jail term should be accompanied by specific
explanation as to why jail required or is as minimal as reasonable.
Staggered jail terms
• Any jail imposed as condition of probation should be imposed in staggered fashion (i.e.
defendant allowed early release based upon compliance with rules/programming).
• Early release rewards past positive behavior and provides incentive for future positive behavior.
Straight Jail Sentences
Sanctions without programing – do not reduce recidivism
• Straight jail sentences largely are a sanction without programming.
• Since sanction of straight jail sentence without programming is not likely to reduce recidivism,
parties and court must specifically explain desired purpose of sentence and why sentence
advances that purpose.
Sentences after revocation
• Beginning point is recognition that probationary term was itself a consequence.
• Sentence after revocation should be based upon need/benefit of further consequence.
Staggered Sentences
• Whenever possible, straight jail sentences should be imposed in a staggered fashion to allow for
a reduction based upon successful completion of jail or community programming.
• DOC Revocation Summaries will contain recommendations for staggered sentences when
warranted.
• Reduction for programming should only occur if programming addresses COMPAS-identified
criminogenic need.
Prison Sentences
Research-based sentencing information
• Any argument for prison sentence must be accompanied by attempt to have COMPAS
completed.
• Prior to imposing any prison sentence, court should order PSI or seek COMPAS.
Rationale for prison sentences
• Any prison recommendation or sentence must be accompanied by a specific statement of the
purpose or rationale for a prison sentence and the length of the recommended sentence.
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COMPAS – Referral Process

•

Referral Made by Defense Attorney, District Attorney, Judge, or treatment court coordinator

•

Within two weeks of receiving the referral, the Assessor will administer the identified
assessment/s and disseminate the results to all parties identified on the referral form.

•

Upon receiving a referral, the assessor will check the COMPAS database to see if they already
have a COMPAS assessment done in the last 2 years by searching with the SID# under ALL
AGENCIES. If there is no SID#, then search COMPAS for DOB and name.

•

If they already have a COMPAS assessment that was done in the last two years, then a new
assessment will not be administered unless there has been a significant change in criminal
history or life circumstance. If the assessor was the past screener for that person, then he or
she will contact that person to get a new release of information, and then will forward the
results to the referring individual(s).

•

Portal 100 will be completed by the Douglas County District Attorney’s Office. The District
Attorney’s Office will the complete the portion of COMPAS related to the criminal history and
then destroy the Portal 100 documents. The Douglas County Treatment Court Case Manager
will then complete the rest of the COMPAS assessment and disseminate to all partied identified
on the referral form.
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•

It should be noted that at the time of setting up an initial assessment within an “client life cycle”
term, County Agency should choose the drop down option of “assign a new case number” and
allow the software to assign the case number (the first one will be the SID# - 1). This should only
be done once in a continuous life cycle of a client. Once that is completed, user is to choose the
drop down of utilizing this existing Case# throughout that same continuous life cycle of the
client, until they fully leave the system (probation completed or revoked). If they return to the
system at a later time (on a new charge), than a new “client life cycle” begins, and a different
Case# should be generated (the second one will then be SID# - 2).

•

If the assessor was not the screener for that person, then he or she will instruct the referring
individual(s) to contact the other assessor to obtain a copy of the results.

•

Court Record - The report generated by the COMPAS assessment, which consists of the bar
chart and assessment narrative, and the signed waiver of confidentiality will be placed in the
court file. The actual COMPAS assessment questionnaire and any documentation used to create
the COMPAS assessment should not be placed in the court file.

•

The Waiver of Confidentiality Form/Authorization to Disclose Confidential Information was
adapted from Supreme Court of Wisconsin, Wisconsin Treatment Courts: Best Practices for
Record-keeping, Confidentiality and Ex-Parte Information. The client is waiving confidentiality
for the evaluator to obtain confidential medical, substance abuse, juvenile criminal history,
and/or mental health diagnostic information and/or documentation. That information will then
be used by the evaluator to complete the COMPAS assessment, create a COMPAS report, which
includes a bar chart and assessment narrative, from that assessment, and then share that
COMPAS report with the judge, district attorney, and defense attorney. The supporting
documentation obtained during the completion of the COMPAS assessment will be kept
confidential by the evaluator; it will not be shared with the judge or kept in the court file. The
assessor will explain the waiver to the client and the client shall sign the waiver. If the waiver is
not signed the assessor will not administer the COMPAS assessment. Please note that per the
DOC/County MOU and the COMPAS User Agreement, should any COMPAS information be
requested for an individual who is not being referred to your county’s treatment program, the
requestor must be directed to Regional DOC Records Custodian staff for disclosure of that
information 1.

•

Additional COMPAS Referral Considerations
o

1

Treatment Courts: COMPAS will be administered prior to acceptance into a treatment
court. The results from the COMPAS would be provided to the treatment court
coordinator and the coordinator would be responsible to disseminate them to the
treatment teams as the coordinator and the team deem appropriate.

For example, a public defender covers two counties, County A and County B. County A treatment court staff utilizes COMPAS, but
County B treatment court staff does not. The public defender is handling a case in County B, and is interested in referring his client to
Drug Court in County B. The attorney asks County A if a COMPAS assessment exists, and if so, to please share the results with him/her.
County A staff finds an assessment, but the assessment was not completed by any staff from County A. Therefore, County A staff should
not release the COMPAS results. Instead, County A should refer the public defender to the WI DOC Records Custodian to request the
information. Given the same scenario, except that County A was the originator of the existing assessment, County A staff can share the
assessment results (bar chart and assessment narrative), since they were the originator of that assessment.
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COMPAS – Applied Functionality
COMPAS Assessment Options
•
•

•

•
•
•

WI County Pre-Trial Risk II – Assessor completes Pre-Trial assessment as needed to inform bond
decisions, release.
WI County Primary Needs - Assessor completes Wisconsin Primary Needs to determine initial
risk. In this assessment there will be an option to use Incarcerated or Community Language.
This choice does not change the outcome, only the way the questions are worded. The assessor
chooses based on where the client is at the time of the assessment.
WI County Core - If the COMPAS Wisconsin Primary Needs scores out to be “MEDIUM” or above
in the recommended supervision level derived from both risk scores of the COMPAS, the
COMPAS Core will be completed by copying forward the Primary Needs into the CORE
assessment. In this assessment there will be an option to use Incarcerated or Community
Language. This choice does not change the outcome, only the way the questions are worded.
The assessor chooses based on where the client is at the time of the assessment.
WI County Women’s Core – Gender-responsive assessment (Core + gender-responsive needs).
Must complete the specific 2-day WRNA Training to use this assessment.
WI County Reentry & Youth Detention Screener – Should NOT be used.
Alternative Screenings – These would be chosen (or not) based on the needs of the county.

Unified Case Plan
•

Based on the COMPAS and Alternative Screening results, a Unified Case Plan (UCP) is developed
interactively with the client. The UCP is to be based solely on the criminogenic factors as
identified by the assessment. Customized Needs may need to be entered by agent for
specialized needs that are not identified by COMPAS (i.e. Sex Client issues or Mental Health
issues). See Case Planning tab in the COMPAS training manual.

•

The case planning process is intended to be fully interactive and transparent with the client.
Once completed, the case plan is to be printed (use person version), reviewed with the client,
and then signed by the client and Agent. Client must be provided a copy and told to bring it
with him/her to every visit with the Agent. The Case Plan is then reviewed at every visit with the
client. This emphasizes their ownership of the plan. A signed, hard copy of the manager version
of the case plan should be placed in the client’s file. As the case plan is updated (when there is a
change or addition to a goal or task), this process should be repeated
NOTE: Those referred to the Douglas County Treatment Court should be working off the same
case plan that is developed by the DOC.
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•

Naming of Case Plan: COMPAS will allow agents to choose from a drop down menu, the
assessment they are basing the Case Plan on. This drop down selection automatically
becomes the name of the Case Plan and can be seen on the Person Summary screen.

•

During the UCP development with client, no more than 3 Needs, with respective Goals, Tasks
and Activities will be identified at one time. Please use the drop down options unless working
under a customized need track for Sex Client issues or Mental Health issues. The Customized
Needs track should only be utilized if COMPAS does not identify a specific need such as Sex
Client issues or Mental Health issues. (Refer to Handout on Customization under the Case
Planning Tab in the COMPAS training manual) Under the Tasks tab, the agent must choose
applicable tasks that relate to the chosen goal. In addition to choosing the task, the agent must
also document all start/end dates, completion information as applicable. Incentives, sanctions,
triggers, etc. are optional. It is important to note that task notes can be entered from the Tasks
tab and will populate in the main notes section back on the person summary page. These notes
are not mandatory, however can be used as needed.

Overrides
•

If an override is required by policy, simply fill out the override request section in COMPAS and
click on the policy under reason for override request. The supervisor will receive an autogenerated notification to review and approve/deny the override request.

•

Once the COMPAS assessment is completed, the assessor can recommend a different
supervision level if it is believed an override is appropriate. An override reason shall be selected
from the dropdown box in COMPAS and the assessor should also provide a narrative in the
Comments box (please see previous examples).
Note: The “medium high” recommended supervision level suggests that the client is high in
either general recidivism or violent recidivism, but is low or medium on the other. Should the
client score at this level, the assessor should critically assess the appropriateness of an override.

Case Supervision Review Tool
•

The COMPAS Supervision Review Tool (which is located in the Alternative Screenings section of
the COMPAS) may occur on every case at 6 month intervals or at significant case activity change;
either positive or negative (i.e.: major violations, revocation actions, completion of major UCP
objective, etc.).

•

If a person is on Probation supervision this Supervision Review will be conducted as part of the
DOC protocol and can be shared with the treatment court case manager.

Notes
•

Once a client is in the COMPAS track, recording of pertinent case activity will take place in the
COMPAS Notes. There are four types of notes that will be utilized:
o
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General Notes-- Entries under this type of note will be related to any general
documentation of case activity that is NOT directly related to the assessment or case plan.
Examples might be: To document type/location of contact (Home Visit, Office Visit,
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Collateral Contact, Jail Visit, etc.); Violations and related follow; Change of address,
Financial payments, Employment changes, community service hours, compliance with rules
of supervision, pertinent general information, etc. If the activity is being addressed as part
of the Case Plan, it should not be documented in General Notes. These notes should be
brief and include relevant case activity.




o

Date activity actually occurred (if different from entry date) must be entered with the
note because the COMPAS software will only register the date entered.
Do not cut and paste entries from WORD to COMPAS. Make entries directly in COMPAS.
There is a spell check function in COMPAS. It will underline in red if incorrectly spelled.
Right click on the word and COMPAS will list spelling options.

Assessment Notes – Entries under this type will include anything related specifically to the
assessment only. For example, the user might want to note that the client appeared
untruthful, apathetic, etc. during the assessment process or if the Agent felt they were
mentally unstable at the time of the assessment. One could also point out inconsistencies
as well under this type. This will be beneficial for others who are involved with this case.
Examples of pertinent Assessment Notes:
 Client did not appear to be providing accurate or truthful information during the
assessment.
 Client did not appear to be mentally stable during the assessment.
 Client appeared to be very truthful and forthcoming during the assessment.
 Client appeared to have a hard time understanding many of the questions and Agent is
not sure if he fully comprehended.
 Date activity actually occurred (if different from entry date) must be entered with the
note because the COMPAS software will only register the date entered.

o

Case Plan Notes – Entries under this type will include ongoing updates related to progress
(or lack thereof), completion, or modification to the unified case plan, but will NOT include
information provided directly by program providers. The Case Plan Notes section is utilized
during every meeting with the client in order to document the ongoing, collaborative case
planning process. In addition, this section may include the name of a service provider if they
were not included in the list in the case plan.
Examples of pertinent Case Plan Notes:
 Discussed Case Plan with client. She followed up with scheduling an assessment with
Dr. Smith and has an appointment on 4/8/11 at 9:00. Discussed triggers for usage of
drugs with client and strategies for avoiding these triggers.
 Discussed client’s progress with Mental Health goal established at last meeting. Client
was to set up appointment with Dr. Smith and comply with any prescribed medications.
Client reports that she did meet with Dr. Smith on 4/3/11 and that he prescribed Paxil
for her to try. She is currently taking as prescribed, but does not yet report feeling any
change. Agent discussed new goal with client. He will be setting up and following
through with additional appointments with Dr. Smith to monitor medication and mental
health.
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Discussed Sex Client treatment goal and progress with client. Client reports that he is
attending sex client treatment as identified in his goal. Agent discussed what is being
covered in group and asked for additional feedback from client on current triggers and
interventions to deviant thoughts. Discussed identification of potential chaperones and
added this as a goal for next appt.
Date activity actually occurred (if different from entry date) must be entered with the
note because the COMPAS software will only register the date entered.

Program Notes – Entries under this type will include information provided directly from
program providers by phone, mail, email, in person, etc.
Examples of pertinent Program Notes:
 Assessor received call from Todd Smith, client’s Sex Client Therapist. Client came to
group last night, but was disruptive.
 Assessor received email from Dr. Smith, client’s AODA counselor. Reports that client
reported as scheduled for AODA assessment. Recommendation is for outpatient
treatment. Client appeared willing and ready to address AODA issues at this time. Next
outpatient treatment group starts on 6/1/11.
 Assessor received fax from the client’s after care group facilitator. She attended group
last night and did participate appropriately.
 Date activity actually occurred (if different from entry date) must be entered with the
note because the COMPAS software will only register the date entered.

o

Supervision Contact Note – This note type is for DCC Probation & Parole Agents.

o

Confidential Note – Entries under this type will include information that is protected health
information (PHI). Select the box that states, “This note is confidential.” {NOTE: Only DOC
staff have access to confidential notes. Therefore, if you mark the note as confidential, you
nor any non-DOC staff will be able to view the confidential note.}
Examples of notes that should be marked as confidential:
 Medical, dental, mental health diagnosis
 AODA treatment disclosures
 Sex Offender Treatment participation with Division of Adult Institutions and Division of
Juvenile Corrections
 Sensitive victim information
 Indications of confidential informant
 Polygraph results

Alternative Screenings
Northpointe routinely builds non-proprietary alternative screenings into the COMPAS suite. As COMPAS
is designed to predict general and violent risk, alternative screenings, sometimes referred to as
secondary or narrow-brand screenings, are intended to provide additional information for specific types
of criminality/offending. Listed below are the authorized alternative screenings that can be used by
county users. Please note assessor must comply with the minimum level of training listed for each
screening.
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Alternative Screenings
ACE (Adverse Childhood Experiences) (Adult &
Juvenile)
CSR (Case Supervision Review)
(Adult only)
CANS (Child and Adolescent Needs and
Strengths) (Juvenile only)
CMHS (Correctional Mental Health Screen)
(Adult only)
DVSI – R (Domestic Violence Screening
Instrument-Revised) (Adult only)

Training

There is no required training.
Offered through DOC in COMPAS 2-day training.
There is no required training.
There is no required training.

PREA Profile Checklist (Prison Rape

Training is required in-person and can be obtained by
contacting the author Dr. Kirk Williams. Once trained,
provide verification to DOC, and we will turn on the
assessment.
Training is required. Once trained, provider verification to
DOC.
Training is required in-person from one of the two authors
of the instrument (Dr. Prentky or Dr. Righthand) or a trainer
they have approved. Once trained, provide verification to
DOC.
There is no required training.

TCU Criminal Thinking (Texas Christian

Training is required in-person from a trainer who is
approved by the author. There is a list of approved trainers
on their website.
http://www.static99.org/ Once trained, provide
verification to DOC.
There is no required training.

IDA (Impaired Driving Assessment) (Adult
only)

JSOAP – II (Juvenile Sex Offender Assessment
Protocol-II) (Juvenile only)

Elimination Act) (Adult only)
Static- 99R (Sex Offender Risk Assessment)
(Adult only)

University) (Adult and Juvenile)
TCU Drug Screening V (Texas Christian
University) (Adult and Juvenile)
UNCOPE (Screening instrument to assess for
substance abuse treatment need) (Adult and
Juvenile)
URICA (University of Rhode Island Change
Assessment) (Adult and Juvenile)
VPRAI-R (Virginia Pre-Trial Risk Assessment
Instrument-Revised) (Adult only)

There is no required training.

There is no required training.
There is no required training.
There is no required training.

Case Openings
When the county begins work with a new client in COMPAS the county will either create a new client if
he/she is not already in COMPAS or create a new case if the client already exists. In the event the client
already exists but does not have an open case, the user should create a new case, letting COMPAS autopopulate the case number. The case number will be the client’s SID-1, -2, etc., for every consecutive
case.
Example:
Case Closings
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When a client’s lifecycle (case) is complete and the client is no longer under supervision/custody of the
county, one of two actions must be taken:
•
•

If the client does not continue to be on active supervision with DOC, the user should terminate
the client’s lifecycle (case) in COMPAS.
If the client continues to be on active supervision with DOC, no action should be taken in
COMPAS. However, the user should inform the agent of record that the county is closing
interest.

Transfers
During periods of “dual supervision” when both the DOC and the county have an active interest in the
client, the DOC will be the primary user. As such, the client’s case will be under a DOC Agency (most
likely DCC). County users have full access to update records in COMPAS in this scenario. However, if the
county wishes to create/update an assessment, the county should transfer the client’s case to the
County Adult Agency, activating the appropriate location dropdowns. Once the assessment is complete,
the user should transfer the case back to the DOC Agency (most likely DCC). Any time these transfers
occur, good communication between the county worker and DOC agent is paramount. As noted in the
Case Openings section, also be aware that clients previously under a period of DOC supervision/ custody
will likely be listed under the DOC Agency and will need to be transferred or have a new case created
under the County Adult Agency.
APPENDIX A
WELCOME TO THE COMPAS

You have been referred to complete a COMPAS risk and needs evaluation
In order to expedite your case we ask that you contact Zach Summers at (715)-395-7341. If you do not
have a phone you may stop at Douglas County Health and Human Services, 1316 N 14th Street, Suite
400, Superior, WI 54880 to schedule an appointment with Zach.
Delays in this assessment WILL result in delays in your case. We want to make this process as seamless
as possible.
The assessment tool that we will be using is called COMPAS. It is a computer based program that asks
questions which will help us identify your specific needs. A summary from the COMPAS will be used by
the prosecution, defense and Judge to recommend the most appropriate sentence based on the risk and
needs factors identified in your COMPAS.
It is important that we figure out the things in your life that may have caused you problems in the first
place that lead to criminal behaviors. By learning about yourself in these ways, we will be able to work
together to identify a plan that may aid in preventing those same problems in the future.
We hope you take full advantage of this important time and look forward to working with you and
helping you to achieve your goals.
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What do I need to do?
1. Call the number listed above and schedule an appointment as soon as possible
2. Arrive on time to your scheduled appointment
3. Based on your cooperation the session should take 1 hour
4. Do not bring children
5. You will only be allowed one (1) rescheduling (if you call in advance)

Thank you!
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Douglas County COMPAS Assessment & Administration 2019

Douglas County Treatment Court Referral Form
Referral Date: (Month/Day/Year): _____________________
Referring Agency’s Name, Phone Number, and E-Mail Address:
______________________________________________________
Offender/defendant’s Name: _______________________________
DOB: _______________________________
Current Address: _______________________________
_______________________________
Current Phone Number: _______________________________

Eligibility Standards
Persons meeting the following criteria will be considered for admission to the Douglas County
Treatment Court.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Resident of Douglas County and at least 18 years of age.
History of alcohol or substance dependency.
Convicted with possession, use, or sale of a controlled substance, a drug motivated crime, and/or 4+ OWI.
No prior felony convictions for violent crimes.

Terms of Agreement
A. Each defendant referred for possible participation in the program will be interviewed by staff and will need
to participate in any assessments requested by staff, treatment providers, or others involved in the screening
process. Each applicant will then be evaluated by the Treatment Court Team. The Treatment Court Team
will make a decision to either admit or deny the applicant.
B. The Treatment Court Participant must agree to follow the Treatment Court rules.

By signing I agree all information is true and that I also agree to follow all conditions
outlined in the Terms of Agreement.
I ______________________ agree to the above conditions. Date: _____________

 Authorization for Release of Confidential Information completed
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Douglas County COMPAS Assessment & Administration 2019
Race:
 White  Black  American Indian  Hispanic  Asian or Pacific Islander
Marital Status
 Single, never married  Married  Separated  Divorced  Widowed
Children:  Yes  No

If yes, how many: _______

Living at home?: ______

Does offender/defendant have any outstanding warrants or pending charges?
 Yes  No
If yes, explain: __________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Current Offense(s)/Reason for Referral to Treatment Court:
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Prior Record (Include if misdemeanor or felony) and Drug/Alcohol Use History:
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Alcohol and/or Drug Treatment History: __________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Attorney Name, Phone Number, and E-Mail: ________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Probation Agent Name, Phone Number, and E-Mail: __________________
_______________________________________________________________
Check If Applies to Offender:





History of Committing Violence/Sexual Assault
Alcohol Problems
Drug Problems
Drugs used: ______________________________
Health/Other Problems Please list: _______________________________
 Pregnant?
 Mental Health Problems Current Diagnosis: _________________________
 Developmental/Learning Issues
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Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
Between
DOUGLAS COUNTY

and the

WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
Providing for
THE COMPAS RISK AND NEEDS ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
FOR ADULT OFFENDERS

August 1, 2019
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I.

PARTIES
The parties to this agreement are the Wisconsin Department of Corrections
(hereafter referred to as DOC) and Douglas County (hereinafter referred to as the
County) that wish to participate in the COMPAS Risk and Needs Assessment
System for adult offenders in the DOC System.

II.

TERM
This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) shall remain in effect through June
30, 2020.

III.

DEFINITIONS
A. Agency signifies the specific DOC or county agency that is authorized to
access the COMPAS System.
B. Central Office means the central office of the Department of Corrections. In
order to maintain the COMPAS system access is required for all records of
any agency using COMPAS.
C. COMPAS is third party software from Northpointe Institute of Public
Management Inc. that is used for Risk and Needs Assessment and Unified
Case Planning. The acronym stands for Corrections Offender Management
Profiling for Alternative Sanctions
D. DOC/External Supervisor Security Groups means those employees within the
DOC and the County who together supervise and monitor the operation of the
COMPAS System for their respective agencies and who, by necessity, are
given greater access to the COMPAS System than others in their agency.
E. COMPAS System (Statewide Automated Risk and Needs Assessment and
Unified Case Planning System) means an automated statistically-based risk
assessment system promulgated by the DOC containing juvenile and adult
offender records and information specifically designed to determine key risk
and needs factors of offenders and to develop case plans and outcome
reports for the purposes of community and institutional placement.
F. COMPAS User Agreement is an agreement signed by an Individual COMPAS
Agency user outside of the DOC certifying that they are aware of the laws
regarding confidentiality of the records, information, and data contained in the
COMPAS system and they agree not to disclose or use such records,
information, and data contrary to law and without the prior written consent of
the DOC.
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G. County Adult User is an individual representative of the adult county criminal
justice system who has been given authorization to access specific parts of
the COMPAS system by DOC. These representatives include county
employees of various classifications in areas such as the jail, treatment
courts, human services, law enforcement, and diversion programs.
Representatives may also include the Criminal Justice Coordinating Council
Chair/Coordinator and county contracted assessment and treatment
providers. This does not include Service Providers as defined in W. of this
section.
H. County COMPAS Liaison is the single point of contact designated by the
respective county to work with the DJC County Regional Liaison.
I. County Juvenile User is an individual representative of the adult county
criminal justice system who has been given authorization to access specific
parts of the COMPAS system by DOC. These representatives include county
employees of various classifications in areas such as the jail, treatment
courts, human services, law enforcement, and diversion programs.
Representatives may also include the Criminal Justice Coordinating Council
Chair/Coordinator and county contracted assessment and treatment
providers. This does not include Service Providers as defined in W. of this
section.
J. County Supervisor, generally considered the County COMPAS Lead, the
County Supervisor is an identified county staff person who is considered a
subject matter expert for the county. He/she should be the first point of
contact when questions arise. Those County Supervisor is also provided with
expanded COMPAS rights in the system. These rights generally consist of
broader permissions to delete information and merge offenders/cases. Last,
this person is the first point of contact for any audit concerns. This County
Supervisor should not be confused with a managerial or civil service
classification in the county.
K. DAI is the Division of Adult Institutions within the Wisconsin Department of
Corrections.
L. DCC is the Division of Community Corrections within the Wisconsin
Department of Corrections.
M. Demonstration Phase is the period of time that the COMPAS software will be
in use by the DOC for purposes of defining business practices and policies. .
N. Disclose means the release, transfer, provision of, access to, or divulging in
any other manner of records, information, or data outside the Agency User
holding the records, information, and data.
O. DJC is the Division of Juvenile Corrections within the Wisconsin Department
of Corrections.
P. DOC is the Wisconsin Department of Corrections.
Q. DOC Change Advisory Board (CAB) is a multi-divisional DOC board
responsible for reviewing and approving modifications to COMPAS system.
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R. DOC COMPAS Support Specialist is an employee of the DOC responsible for
providing support and maintenance to the COMPAS system and to Individual
COMPAS Users.
S. DOC County Regional Liaison is the DJC identified employee who is the
primary point of contact for the county liaison to troubleshoot issues with and
be responsive to COMPAS software needs.
T. Individual COMPAS User means an actual or contracted employee of an
agency authorized to access the COMPAS System in some capacity.
U. Offender refers to the adult or juvenile for whom an Individual COMPAS User
is performing assessments and case planning in the COMPAS System.
V. Portal 100 is a software solution within the WI Department of Justice TIME
System that provides in-depth criminal history information. Access is granted
only through the WI Department of Justice.
W. Power User is person within an organization who is knowledgeable in the
COMPAS software and business process and can provide first level support
to peers.
X. Service Provider means any program, facility or individual contracted by a
county or the DOC that provides sporadic or intermittent
assessment/treatment services in the community. Service providers may be
individual treatment programs or providers, community coaches, group
homes, residential care centers, treatment foster homes, transitional living
programs, etc. In DOC, these agencies are primarily funded through
Purchase of Service dollars. These service providers generally do not provide
regular full time services onsite. For example, a typical service provider will
deliver services several times/days per week in the community (ie: AODA
Treatment, Sex Offender Treatment, etc.) It is important to distinguish these
staff from full time contracted employees who work onsite under a county or
DOC established job classification.
Y. Unified Corrections Coalition is comprised of personnel from the Department
of Corrections (DOC), county and state courts, and Northpointe committed to
the successful statewide implementation of the COMPAS System, integration
of evidence-based practices, and the development and deployment of an
electronic case management manual.
Z. Use means the sharing, employment, application, utilization, examination, or
analysis of records, information, or data within an Agency User that maintains
such records, information, and data.
IV.

PURPOSE
The COMPAS Software Suite is a seamless, integrated web-based software
solution for offender assessment, case planning and offender management. It
includes the COMPAS assessment system specific to the needs of adults,
female, youth (juvenile) and reentry offenders. The COMPAS assessment
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system is a risk and needs decision support guide for criminal justice
practitioners who must make decisions regarding community placement,
supervision, treatment, and case management.
The DOC envisions an integrated, statewide system to share permitted data
between counties and the divisions within the DOC. This will help alleviate
redundant efforts by sharing information between these agencies and divisions
and allow for the transfer of offender data as they transfer to a new agency. The
key to success in this approach is having all parties committed to striving for
accurate data entry and being open to sharing that data with other parties
involved with the offender.
Case Plans
COMPAS has functionality to include recommended goals, tasks, and a
searchable service provider list. DCC, DAI, and DJC provided recommended
goals and tasks along with a list of service providers. COMPAS is setup at the
system level for goals and tasks and the initial configuration was agreed upon by
the Unified Corrections Coalition. Any additions or changes to the goals, tasks,
service providers, or case planning pieces shall go through the DOC Change
Advisory Board process for approval.
Drop Down Lists
COMPAS has configurable drop down lists within the system. As a general rule
the configuration is done at the system level for consistency and to reduce
maintenance efforts. The only exception is the location drop down list because
of the length of that drop down. The initial configuration for these drop down lists
was agreed upon by the Unified Corrections Coalition. Any changes or additions
to the drop down list will need to go through the DOC Change Advisory Board
process for approval.
Primary Identifier
COMPAS requires a primary identifier in the system to be unique across all
individual COMPAS Users. Since this system will be used by counties around
the state and the DOC, the system requires the State Identification Number (SID)
originating from the Department of Justice as the primary identifier. The format
of the SID needs to be a number without any prefix such as WI in front of it. The
state identification number will be required for all new offender records that will
be created in the COMPAS System. By signing this agreement, the County
agrees to not put any other numbers into the SID field other than valid SID
numbers to ensure data integrity within COMPAS and other Wisconsin criminal
justice information systems.
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Criminal History
A complete and accurate criminal history is required for all COMPAS
assessments. Given that the primary reason for State/county partnership in
COMPAS is increased collaboration and reduced redundancy, all parties
accessing COMPAS must have confidence in the accuracy of the assessment,
regardless of author. Portal 100 will be the only allowed system of record for
criminal history. All COMPAS users must have access to criminal history reports
from Portal 100 prior to completing assessments.
V.

ACCESS
COMPAS has the ability to limit access to offender records or functions within
the application. There are two different roles that control access within the
software. These are security groups and inter-agency access.
Security Group
Each Agency User is assigned a security group(s) in the system that controls the
read, read/write, read/write/delete access to different functions of the software.
Within each group, the security items that control the various functions of the
system are set to determine the accessibility for that Agency User. DOC
reserves the right to update the security groups at any time based on
approval from the DOC Change Advisory Board.
Inter-Agency Access
There are seven (7) different agencies identified in the COMPAS System:
County Adult, County Juvenile, Service Providers, DOC, DAI, DCC, and DJC.
Each offender record in the COMPAS System is assigned to one of these
agencies. Each Individual COMPAS User is also assigned to an agency in the
system. Based on the Agency Security Matrix, Agency Users will have different
levels of access to respective offender records based on the following table:
Agency Security Matrix as of April 24, 2014
Person/Offender

User

Interagency Access DJC
DJC
Full
DAI
Full
DCC
Full
County Adult
None
County Juvenile
Full
Service Providers
None

DAI

DCC

County
Adult

Full

Full

Read

Full

Full

Full

Full

Full

None

Full

Full

Full

Full

None

Full

Full

Full

Full

None

None

None

None

None

Full

None

None

None

None

None

None
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County
Juvenile DOC

The COMPAS System has the ability to allow temporary access to an Individual
COMPAS User by overriding the table above. Those belonging to COMPAS
Supervisor Security Groups will have authority to grant temporary access to
Individual COMPAS Users on a case by case basis.
DOC has no plans to create a separate agency for each county adult or juvenile
agency using COMPAS. Any county adult agency may access any other county
adult agency’s COMPAS records. Any county juvenile agency may access any
other county juvenile agency’s COMPAS records. It is vital that county COMPAS
users understand the shared availability of their records.
DOC reserves the right to limit access to Individual COMPAS Users or Agency
Users of the COMPAS System at any time without notice.
VI.

SYSTEM CHANGES, SUPPORT, MAINTENANCE
The initial design of the system was completed by the Unified Corrections
Coalition. DOC recognizes there will be changes needed through further
discovery and multiple users in the system.
All changes will need to be approved by the DOC Change Advisory Board before
any changes are made to the system. The group will consist of appointed
members who will receive requests for change to the system from Agency Users
and be responsible for making the decision of whether to approve and implement
the requested change. The DOC reserves the right to have the final say in all
decisions regarding the design and configuration of the system.
The system is currently being hosted by the COMPAS vendor (Northpointe) and
they will be responsible for primary support for the application while they host it.
Support hours for Northpointe are 7:00 am – 4:00 pm CST.

VII.

COUNTY SUPPORT RESPONSIBILITIES
A. Identify a liaison to provide first level of support to help answer questions
from county staff on application questions and issues. If the liaison is not
able to answer the question, the liaison may ask the DOC contact person for
the needed assistance.
The liaison will also be responsible for
communicating any system changes, updates or outages to county staff
when notified by DOC of such changes, updates or outages.
B. Ensure that each user completes and submits form DOC-1452A (External
User Logon ID Request Access Authorization) prior to accessing COMPAS.
C. Ensure that each user completes and submits form DOC-2605 (COMPAS
User Agreement) prior to accessing COMPAS.
D. Ensure that each user receives the appropriate training prior to accessing
COMPAS.
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E. Immediately notify DOC by use of the DOC-1452A of any employee no longer
needing access to COMPAS, including internal job transfer, discipline or
termination.
F. Maintain responsibility for any hardware, internet access or interfaces
necessary to access COMPAS. Ensure all workstations provide adequate
security to prevent unauthorized access to COMPAS, including workstation
timeout protocols and appropriate password safeguards.
G. Use appropriate administrative, physical, and technical safeguards to protect
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of records, information and data
obtained from COMPAS by its employees, contractors and other individuals
under its control consistent with law, regulations, policies and this
Memorandum of Understanding.
H. Have an internal process for immediately reporting to DOC any potential
breach or compromise of the security, confidentiality, or integrity of COMPAS
or COMPAS information, and, comply with or assist DOC with any and all
notification actions required by federal or state law, rule, or regulation. The
DOC contact for such notification is:
DOC Reentry Project Manager
608-240-5010
I. Agree to provide DOC access to any records, information and data entered
into COMPAS. This provision shall survive the termination, cancellation or
expiration of this Memorandum of Understanding.
VIII.

COMPAS SYSTEM ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Codes:

R
C
N/A

Responsible for the activity
Consulted about the activity
Not Applicable

System Role

Responsibility

DOC

County

DOC IT

COMPAS is a web based application. Providing required
level of internet access to run the COMPAS application for
DOC users.

R

N/A

DOC IT

Installation and maintenance of the desktop hardware
infrastructure to access the COMPAS software suite for
DOC users.

R

N/A

County IT

COMPAS is a web based application. Providing required
level of internet access to run the COMPAS application for
county users.

R

County IT

Installation and maintenance of the desktop hardware
infrastructure to access the COMPAS software suite for
county users.

R

Vendor

Primary contact with vendor about COMPAS, software
updates, software fixes, and patches.
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R

C

System Role

Responsibility

DOC

County

COMPAS Administration

Approve change requests submitted to the change
management group and determine who should make
change.

R

C

COMPAS Administration

Configuration updates which have been approved from the
change management group: drop down lists, service
providers, goals and tasks, security, scale sets, custom
labels.

R

C

COMPAS Administration

Create and update user accounts for county users after
validating user access from county.

R

C

COMPAS Administration

Quarterly provide a list of active county users for account
auditing purposes.

R

R

COMPAS Administration

Provide content for user accounts for county users for how
they should be setup in the system.

C

R

COMPAS Administration

Create and update user accounts for DOC users after
validating user access from supervisors.

R

C

COMPAS Administration

Complete monthly user audits.

R

C

Application Support

Answer business process questions and
application questions for county users (primary).

Application Support

Provide a power user of the system as the first line of
support for end users

C

R

Application Support

Liaison at the DOC for additional application support
(secondary).

R

C

Application Support

Perform application testing and sign off when Northpointe
delivers updates or fixes before it can go into production.

R

C

Users

Transfer the person in COMPAS when person changes to
DOC supervision.

C

R

Users

Fill out a DOC-1452A External User Logon ID Request
Access Authorization form for each user you would like to
have added/removed to/from the system (Appendix B).

C

R

Users

Transfer the person or case in COMPAS when person
changes to County supervision.

R

C

Users

Responsible for content compliance with legal mandates
(i.e. SOX, HIPAA, 508).

R

R

Training

Responsible for training DOC staff in Compas application.

R

N/A

Training

Responsible
application.

C

R

Security

Responsible for security of COMPAS data and reporting
any potential security breaches.

R

R

IX.

for

training

County

staff

in

general

Compas

R

INTERFACES AND CONVERSIONS
The DOC will not be responsible for any interfaces or conversions of data
involving the COMPAS System and any systems outside the DOC. Any county
that wishes to create an interface into or out of the COMPAS System will need
approval from the DOC before doing so. Any proposed interface or data
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conversion must provide adequate security to prevent unauthorized access of
COMPAS data. Any proposed interface or data conversion must provide
adequate security to prevent unauthorized access to COMPAS data.
X.

OPERATIONAL COSTS
The State will not bill the County for use or maintenance of the COMPAS System
during the period that Northpointe is the host. A cost analysis shall occur prior to
the state hosting the software and will provide a cost estimate to all parties prior
to this hosting change. If there is at any time any charge to the County under this
MOU because of a change in host or for any other reason, DOC must provide 60
days advance notice of any such charge.
If payment for the use of the COMPAS System is required at any time, the
County may terminate this agreement upon providing 45 days advanced written
notice to the DOC.

XI.

PROTECTION OF CONFIDENTIALITY AND UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE
OR USE
The County, its employees, other individuals under control of the County, and
DOC agree that all personnel with access to records, information, and data
obtained from the COMPAS System covered by this Memorandum of
Understanding must adhere to all state and federal laws regarding privacy and
confidentiality of said records, information, and data and to policies and
procedures regarding privacy and confidentiality as set forth by the County and
DOC. As COMPAS records may contain information pertaining to an individual’s
criminal history, alcohol and drug use, mental health records, juvenile justice
records, sex offender, health care records, student education records, sensitive
victim information, and personally identifiable information, users must comply
with state and federal regulations pertaining to the confidentiality of such data.
Consistent with Wisconsin Statutes and federal law the County, its employees,
and other individuals under the control of the County will not use or disclose any
records, information, and data obtained from COMPAS contrary to DOC Policies
or federal and state laws without prior written approval from DOC in accordance
with this Memorandum of Understanding.
Users accessing COMPAS must have appropriate DOC security clearance and a
valid, work-related reason to access or review any information in that system.
COMPAS system use is solely for authorized business purposes for correctional
case management. Any personal use of the system will result in a loss of access
to the system and further legal and administrative action. Access to or
dissemination of information contained in COMPAS must be in compliance with
the following or any other applicable laws:
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•

•
•

•
•




AODA, State Alcohol, Drug Abuse, Developmental Disabilities or Mental
Health records
 Title 42, Part 2 Code of Federal Regulations
 §51.30 Wis. Stats.
 §301.335 Wis. Stats.
Criminal History information
 Title 28, Part 20 Code of Federal Regulations
Juvenile Records
 §48.396 Wis. Stats.
 §48.78 Wis. Stats.
 §938.396 Wis. Stats.
 §938.78 Wis. Stats.
Medical or Health Care records
 Title 45, Parts 160 & 164 Code of Federal Regulations
 §146.82 Wis. Stats.
Sex Offender information
 §301.45 Wis. Stats.
Student Education Records
 20 U.S.C. §1232g;
 34 Code of Federal Regulations Part 99
 20 U.S.C. § 1232h;
 34 Code of Federal Regulations Part 98;
 § Wis. Stats. 118.125
Victim’s and Witness Records
 § Wis. Stats. 950.04(1v)(dr)
 § Wis. Stats. 950.04(2w)(dm)

Each County employee requiring access to COMPAS will be required to fill out
form DOC-2605, COMPAS User Agreement as appropriate, and form DOC1452A External User Logon ID Request Access Authorization, which shall be
kept on file for each user that has access to COMPAS.
In addition, all County users with access to COMPAS shall sign a DOC-1558A
Employee Statement of Acknowledgement of Executive Directive 50 which
acknowledges receipt and understanding of DOC’s Executive Directive 50
entitled Use of DOC Information and Technology Resources. See Attachments B
and C.
XII.

REQUIREMENTS FOR AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COUNTY AND ITS
EMPLOYEES, CONTRACTORS, AND OTHER INDIVIDUALS UNDER ITS
CONTROL
A. The County is responsible to protect the confidentiality of records,
information, and data obtained from COMPAS by its employees, contractors,
and other individuals under its control consistent with law, regulations,
policies, and this Memorandum of Understanding.
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B. The County shall ensure all of its employees, contractors, and other
individuals under its control requiring access to COMPAS have been trained
on how to properly use the system.
1. The County shall be required to provide its employees, contractors, or
other individuals under its control training on the various laws,
regulations, and policies including this Memorandum of Understanding
which control access to and disclosure of records, information, and
data contained in COMPAS.
2. This training shall stress that all County employees, contractors,
and other individuals under its control must have a valid, workrelated reason to access or view any record, information, or data
within COMPAS.
3. This training shall be provided to any such employee, contractor, or
other individual under its control prior to that individual's use of or
access to COMPAS. Please see Appendix D for additional training
information.
4. Necessity for training in advance to access in COMPAS. Any
employee, contractor or other individual must be trained no more than
120 days prior to being able to access COMPAS in their county.
C. Records, information, and data contained in COMPAS shall be used only for
a valid work-related purpose.
D. Data and other information contained in the COMPAS shall be safeguarded
and secure from outside or unauthorized access.
E. It is the responsibility of the individual County user having access to
COMPAS under this Memorandum of Understanding to know the purposes
for which any records, information, and data may be used.
F. Any printed materials derived from COMPAS shall be kept confidential unless
disclosure is authorized or required under Wisconsin’s Public Records Law.
G. Records, information, and data from COMPAS shall not be re-disclosed to
any person or agency contrary to law and without the written approval of
DOC. Any request for COMPAS information received by a county user shall
immediately be directed to the DOC Legal Records Custodian. The
custodian will follow the established redaction/distribution procedure.
Likewise, similar requests for aggregate COMPAS data shall be directed to
the Office of Research and Policy, located in the DOC Office of the
Secretary.
H. Unauthorized disclosure, use or other release of records, information, or data
derived from COMPAS may constitute a violation of law and could result in
criminal and civil penalties and immediate termination of this Memorandum of
Understanding and use of COMPAS.
I. Unauthorized access to records, information, or data maintained in COMPAS
by an individual user otherwise permitted access under this Memorandum of
Understanding constitutes a violation of the law and may result in criminal
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and civil penalties and immediate termination of this Memorandum of
Understanding and use of COMPAS.
J. Requests for aggregate data must be sent to the DOC County Liaison and
will be evaluated on a case by case basis.
K. County Supervisors will be responsible for immediately notifying DOC
Application Support upon the termination or discharge of a County user. The
timeliness of this is imperative given the web-based nature of the system.
L. The County shall be responsible for identifying and allowing user access to
COMPAS only to those employees having a defined business need. Each
user shall have a unique logon ID which shall not be shared. Use of a
common or shared user ID is prohibited.
M. The County and each of its users shall be responsible for maintaining security
of any documents produced from COMPAS. Any electronic or printed
material produced from COMPAS must be stored securely to prevent
unauthorized access. Destruction of produced material shall be done in a
secure manner.
N. The County and each of its users shall be responsible for reporting any
potential security breaches of COMPAS to DOC. This includes any potential
security breaches of any system interface to COMPAS or COMPAS data.
O. DOC reserves the right to establish additional policies related to access to
COMPAS which, upon written notice, shall immediately apply to the County,
its employees, contractors, and other individuals under its control.
XIII.

DOC ACCESS TO COUNTY RECORDS TO CONDUCT AUDITS
The County agrees to provide the DOC access to any of its records, information,
and data contained in the COMPAS System for the purposes of conducting
audits to ensure compliance with this Memorandum of Understanding and with
the law. Likewise, DOC will work with the County to provide a standard audit
report that will assist in identifying bad data such as multiple cases, unauthorized
temporary SIDs, and any information that detects or suggests inappropriate use
of the COMPAS system or disclosure of COMPAS information by County staff.
Examination of Records
The DOC shall, at any time during normal business hours and upon reasonable
notice, have access to and the right to examine, audit, excerpt, transcribe, and
copy, on the County's premises, any of the County’s records and computer data
storage media involving transactions directly pertinent to this MOU. If the
material is on computer data storage media, the Contractor shall provide copies
of the data storage media or a computer printout of such at the request of DOC.
Any charges for copies of books, documents, papers, records, computer data
storage media or computer printouts provided by the County shall not exceed the
actual cost to the County. This provision shall survive the termination,
cancellation, or expiration of this MOU.
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XIV.

SECURITY VIOLATIONS
The County agrees to inform DOC within 24 business hours of becoming aware
of any threatened or actual use or disclosure of any information not specifically
authorized by this agreement.
The County further agrees to inform DOC if any information is lost or cannot be
accounted for, within 24 hours from when the county becomes aware of such
use, disclosure, or loss.
Notice for both incidents shall include the person affected and the information
disclosed. The County will take one or more of the following steps as agreed by
DOC:
1. The County will take immediate steps to mitigate any harmful effects of
any unauthorized use, disclosure, or loss. The County shall cooperate
with DOC’s efforts to seek appropriate injunctive relief or otherwise
prevent or curtail any threatened or actual breach, or to recover
confidential information, including complying with a reasonable corrective
plan;
2. The County shall notify the affected individuals by mail or by a method
reasonably calculated to provide actual notice;
3. Conduct an investigation into the matter as directed by DOC, providing
results and updated information as it becomes available to DOC; and/or
4. Offer other services or assurances as directed by DOC to mitigate or
prevent further damage as a result of the breach.
The County further agrees to promptly suspend access of any county user
involved in a potential security violation pending the results of the investigation.
At DOC’s sole discretion, any such violations or potential violations may justify
termination of this agreement. Upon notification, DOC reserves the right to
conduct an investigation of the potential security violation. DOC may suspend or
terminate access to COMPAS. DOC may choose to reinstate access to
COMPAS after satisfactory assurances have been provided by the County that is
has taken satisfactory actions to prevent a reoccurrence.
The County shall indemnify and hold harmless the DOC, its officials, agents,
employees, successors, and assignees from any and all costs and liability based
upon or otherwise related to this Agreement resulting from the wrongful acts,
omissions or breaches by the County.
The County reserves the right to conduct its own investigation of the threatened
or actual use or disclosure of any information not specifically authorized by this
agreement, and proceed according to any applicable union contracts and/or
employee grievance and/or disciplinary procedures that result from that
investigation.
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The County agrees that the unauthorized use, disclosure, or loss of information
may cause immediate and irreparable injury to the individual(s) whose
information is disclosed and to DOC, which injury will not be compensable by
money damages and for which there is not an adequate remedy available at law.
Accordingly, the parties agree that DOC, on its own behalf or on behalf of the
affected individual(s), shall be entitled to obtain injunctive or other equitable relief
to prevent or curtail any such breach, threatened or actual.

XV.

TERMINATION OR
UNDERSTANDING

AMENDMENT

OF

THIS

MEMORANDUM

OF

The DOC may unilaterally terminate this Memorandum of Understanding for any
violations of law, regulations, or policies including those set forth in this
Memorandum of Understanding regarding the use of the COMPAS System by
the County, its agencies, its employees, its contractors, and other individuals
under its control. The County shall have the right to terminate the MOU at any
time for any reason upon a 45 day notice.
This Memorandum of Understanding may also be terminated by mutual written
agreement of the Secretary of the DOC and authorized representative of the
County. The authorized party wishing to terminate this Memorandum of
Understanding must provide forty-five (45) days written notice to the responding
authorized party stating the desire to terminate and the reasons. The responding
party must reply in writing within thirty (30) days indicating whether the
termination request will be approved or denied, and the reasons. Both
authorized parties agree to negotiate if an agreement cannot be immediately
reached.
Upon termination of this agreement the County agrees that any data entered by
County employees in COMPAS remains the property of DOC.
All or part of this Memorandum of Understanding may be amended at any time
by written amendment approved by the signatories identified in Article XVI of this
Memorandum of Understanding or their authorized successors.
It is acknowledged that this Memorandum of Understanding is subject to
applicable law, which is subject to change. If applicable law changes, this
Memorandum of Understanding will be considered immediately modified in
accordance with each such change, without notice or written amendment.
The parties agree to notify each other immediately upon learning of any law
change which may affect the terms of this Memorandum of Understanding. The
parties further agree to meet within sixty (60) days from receipt of such notice in
a good faith attempt to negotiate an amendment which will ensure the legality
and enforceability of this Memorandum of Understanding, if necessary.
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XVI.

SIGNATURE BLOCK
Approval of this Memorandum of Understanding is given:
Douglas County designates the undersigned to serve as the agreement
coordinator of this Memorandum of Understanding for the participating County.

________________________________
Name and title
Agency and contact info

_____________
Date

________________________________
Name and title
email

______________
Date

Wisconsin Department of Corrections
The DOC designates the Reentry Director to serve as the coordinator of this
Memorandum of Understanding for the DOC.

_________________________________
Silvia Jackson, Reentry Director

______________
Date

Wisconsin Dept of Corrections
3099 E. Washington Ave
P.O. Box 7925
Madison, WI 53707-7925
Office: 608 240-5015
Silvia.Jackson@wisconsin.gov

_________________________________
Stephanie Hove, DOC Deputy Secretary
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______________
Date
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1. DOCUMENT CHANGE LOG.
Note: The Document Change Log lists the document changes for revision. A new row explaining document
changes should be added to the Document Change Log for each revision. The Document Change Log is maintained
in reverse chronological order. Hence, the most recent changes are on the top of the list.
Version
1.5

Date
1/30/2017

1.4

9/21/2014

1.3
1.2

7/1/13
08/17/12

1.1
1.0

11/23/11
08/08/11

Description
Removed ad hoc reporting language;
Added language in the following areas:
data requests, DOC’s notice of any
potential charge, County’s right to
terminate MOU, indemnity paragraph in
Section XIV
Clerical
Changes/Updated
Security
Matrix/ Added information on Training
and security breeches
Clerical Changes
Additional language as a result of County
Pilot
Clerical changes
MOU Draft
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Author
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Abbey Fuszard
Jared Hoy
Alan Frank
Kristi Dietz

APPENDIX A – External User Logon ID Request Access
Authorization (Form 1452A)
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APPENDIX B - Executive Directive
Information Technology Resources
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50,

Use

of

DOC

APPENDIX C - Employee Statement of
Executive Directive 50, DOC Form 1558A
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Acknowledgement

APPENDIX D – Training for County Users document
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Appendix E – COMPAS User Agreement Form; DOC-2605
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